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FULL PAPER
Fetal Cardiac Cine Imaging Using Highly Accelerated
Dynamic MRI with Retrospective Motion Correction
and Outlier Rejection
Joshua F.P. van Amerom ,1 David F.A. Lloyd,1,2 Anthony N. Price,1
Maria Kuklisova Murgasova,1 Paul Aljabar,3 Shaihan J. Malik ,1 Maelene Lohezic,1
Mary A. Rutherford,1,3 Kuberan Pushparajah,1,2 Reza Razavi,1,2 and Joseph V. Hajnal 1
Purpose: Development of a MRI acquisition and reconstruc-
tion strategy to depict fetal cardiac anatomy in the presence
of maternal and fetal motion.
Methods: The proposed strategy involves i) acquisition and recon-
struction of highly accelerated dynamic MRI, followed by image-
based ii) cardiac synchronization, iii) motion correction, iv) outlier
rejection, and finally v) cardiac cine reconstruction. Postprocessing
entirely was automated, aside from a user-defined region of interest
delineating the fetal heart. The method was evaluated in 30 mid- to
late gestational age singleton pregnancies scanned without mater-
nal breath-hold.
Results: The combination of complementary acquisition/
reconstruction and correction/rejection steps in the pipeline served
to improve the quality of the reconstructed 2D cine images, result-
ing in increased visibility of small, dynamic anatomical features.
Artifact-free cine images successfully were produced in 36 of 39
acquired data sets; prolonged general fetal movements precluded
processing of the remaining three data sets.
Conclusions: The proposed method shows promise as a
motion-tolerant framework to enable further detail in MRI stud-
ies of the fetal heart and great vessels. Processing data in
image-space allowed for spatial and temporal operations to
be applied to the fetal heart in isolation, separate from extra-
neous changes elsewhere in the field of view. Magn Reson
Med 000:000–000, 2017. VC 2017 The Authors Magnetic Res-
onance in Medicine published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. on
behalf of International Society for Magnetic Resonance in
Medicine. This is an open access article under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which per-
mits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original work is properly cited.
Key words: magnetic resonance imaging; fetal heart; cardiac
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INTRODUCTION
Magnetic resonance imaging increasingly is being used as
an adjunct to ultrasound to assess the developing fetus.
Motion, however, remains a key limiting factor to the use
of MRI to depict the fetal heart and great vessels in utero
(1–3). The challenges are numerous when imaging a small,
rapidly beating heart that is subject to various regular
and spontaneous movements within the context of the
maternal torso.
The fetal heart has a complex structure and is a relative-
ly small and dynamic target for MRI. The ventricles are
each only 15 mm in diameter in late gestation (4), and the
normal fetal heart rate is 120 to 160 beats per minute (5),
with low variation compared to adults (6) and no signifi-
cant change in heart rate pattern during MRI (7). Gas
exchange to the fetus occurs through the placenta, but
episodic fetal respiratory movements still occur, causing
displacement of the fetal diaphragm and chest wall (8).
The fetus also can move freely, and general fetal move-
ments occur at irregular intervals. Overall mobility is
reduced with increased occupancy of the uterus at later
gestational ages, although movement of the fetal trunk is
present throughout gestation (9,10). Maternal respiration
also is a factor because movement of the maternal anatomy
leads to potentially large displacements of the entire fetal
body. Although these sources of motion can be minimized
during scanning, for example by maternal breath-hold or
fetal sedation, such approaches can be both impractical and
unacceptable and are likely to cause maternal discomfort
and anxiety.
Synchronization with the fetal cardiac cycle during MRI
data acquisition also poses a challenge. Electrocardiogram
(ECG) gating of the fetal heart is unreliable (11), but seg-
mented cine acquisitions have been achieved using self-
consistency in reconstruction to infer a gating signal (12,13)
or MR-compatible Doppler ultrasound-based triggering
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(14,15). However, with these methods, both regular and
spontaneous motion may still corrupt the data.
In this work, we aim to develop a MRI acquisition and
reconstruction strategy to depict fetal cardiac anatomy in
the presence of maternal and fetal motion. Retrospective
reconstruction of cine images from a series of dynamic
(real-time) images acquired without breath-hold or ECG
triggering has been investigated in adult cardiac MRI (16).
In the context of fetal cardiac imaging, a dynamic acquisi-
tion may provide serial views of the fetal heart and sur-
rounding anatomy fast enough to freeze the various types
of expected motion with the potential for retrospective
processing to detect movement and correct for its effects.
However, for in utero examinations, real-time imaging
cannot achieve the same resolution as a segmented cine
reconstruction (when cardiac gating is feasible), resulting
in compromised signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and resolu-
tion. To overcome these limitations, we explored an imag-
ing strategy that favors both spatial and temporal fidelity
at acquisition and initial reconstruction, resulting in noisy
real-time images that then can be compounded to recover
SNR while generating a cine image series representing a
single cardiac cycle (17). In this work, we have developed
the idea further, producing a pipeline approach that starts
with highly accelerated dynamic MRI of the fetal heart and
uses retrospective, image-based techniques to provide car-
diac synchronization, motion correction, and outlier rejec-
tion to generate a fully corrected 2D cine image series. The
method has been evaluated on 30 fetuses.
METHODS
The proposed strategy involves 1) acquisition and recon-
struction of highly accelerated dynamic MRI, followed
by 2) cardiac synchronization, 3) motion correction, 4)
outlier rejection, and finally 5) cardiac cine reconstruc-
tion. Processing of this data was performed sequentially
and iteratively, as depicted in Figure 1. The entire recon-
struction pipeline was implemented in MatLab R2016a
(Mathworks, Natick, USA) using methods of the signal
processing, image processing, and statistics toolboxes. A
repository of source code is available: https://github.
com/jfpva/fetal_cmr_cine_2d (SHA-1:556b9646bf).
Thirty singleton pregnancies (25–35 weeks gestational
age) were scanned on a 1.5 Tesla Ingenia system (Phi-
lips, Best, Netherlands), including seven volunteers and
23 cases with congenital heart disease and related condi-
tions. Scans were performed in one or more views of the
fetal heart, typically short- and long-axis orientations
without maternal breath-hold. Expectant mothers were
scanned in a left lateral tilt position using an anterior
torso coil array in combination with a posterior spine
coil array to measure signal in 28 receiver channels.
Studies were conducted with the approval of the local
research ethics committee, and all participants gave writ-
ten informed consent prior to enrollment. Reconstruction
methods were established using data from five cases col-
lected early in the study. Reconstruction parameters
were refined further, once all cases were scanned using
an additional five data sets selected at random.
The following sections outline the conceptual frame-
work of this approach, beginning with a description of the
acquisition and reconstruction of highly accelerated
dynamic MRI and subsequent kernel-weighted interpola-
tion to reconstruct cine images, followed by the details of
cardiac synchronization, motion correction, and outlier
rejection.
Highly Accelerated Dynamic MRI
The fetal body in utero is surrounded by the maternal
uterus and torso. The discrepancy in size and temporal
FIG. 1. Proposed method for motion-tolerant fetal cardiac cine
imaging. The steps comprise (i) data acquisition and image
reconstruction of time series of highly accelerated dynamic
(real-time) MR images, X, followed by retrospective, image-based
(ii) cardiac synchronization, (iii) motion correction, and (iv)
outlier rejection, before a final (v) cardiac cine reconstruction. Steps
(ii)–(v) were repeated using updated parameters, h, A, and P, until
the RMSD of the signal intensity in the region of interest of succes-
sive cardiac cine reconstructions, Y, was below the tolerance djYj.
ROI, region of interest; RMSD, root mean square difference.
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dynamics of the fetal heart and surrounding anatomy
leads to highly complementary signal properties in space
and time, with the fetal heart occupying only a small
fraction of the spatial field of view but exhibiting a large
range of temporal frequencies, f, whereas the surround-
ing anatomy is much more slowly varying. Consequently,
when a dynamic sequence designed with time resolution
suitable to capture the pulsation of the fetal heart is
Fourier-transformed in time to create a x-f representa-
tion, the resulting space has sparse signal content, as
shown in Figure 2b. Real-time imaging with k-t under-
sampling can take advantage of this spatiotemporal spar-
sity to achieve high acceleration factors in which k-space
is undersampled with a sheared grid pattern, resulting in
aliasing of the x-f support with minimal overlap between
aliases.
The k-t sensitivity encoding (SENSE) reconstruction
aims to recover a vector of complex-valued x-f signals, r,
for voxels aliased to ralias using prior knowledge of the
spatiotemporal distribution of the unaliased signals, Q,
and receiver array sensitivities, S (18). The closed-form
k-t SENSE reconstruction problem in x-f space is given
by
r ¼ r þQSHðSQSH þ lCÞ1ðralias  SrÞ; [1]
where r is a time-averaged baseline estimate of r, and
lC is a regularization term comprised of controlling
parameter l and noise covariance matrix C. Baseline
subtraction in Equation [1] aids the reconstruction by
removing the contribution of voxels dominated by static
signal, reducing the number of voxels contributing
aliased signal.
The priors in Q can be determined from full field of
view, low spatial-resolution training data that is acquired
interleaved with the undersampled scan or during a
separate acquisition phase (18). The latter approach was
adopted for this study because maximizing temporal reso-
lution in the final images was key. The choice of l balan-
ces content revealed by Q, with noise properties specified
in C such that reducing l recovers more dynamic content
but increases the noise in the final reconstruction. In the
fetal cardiac case, most of the spatial field of view contains
regions of static or slowly moving anatomy, with an easily
identified and highly localized region of interest (ROI) for
which there are higher temporal frequencies to recover.
This situation was exploited by adopting spatially adap-
tive regularization in which l was preferentially reduced
in regions of highly dynamic anatomy, leading to
r ¼ r þ L1QSH ðSL1QSH þCÞ1ðralias  SrÞ; [2]
where L is a diagonal matrix of spatially adaptive
regularization-controlling parameters. In this work, the ele-
ments ofLwere assigned a base value, l0, for voxels outside
the ROI and a much lower value, lROI , for voxels inside
the ROI, as shown in Figures 2c through d. Using data col-
lected in preparation for this study, a regularization level of
l0 ¼ 0.0014 was found to capture the dynamics of the
maternal anatomy and limit noise in the reconstructed real-
time images. A highly permissive regularization level of
lROI ¼ 0:01l0 was used to preserve the full temporal
resolution of the accelerated acquisition, as indicated in
Figure 2d. In this application, reduction of l was well
tolerated because noise in the real-time images was reduced
when those images were combined to generate the final
cine images.
MRI is generally considered safe at 1.5 T in the second
and third trimester (19), but caution should be exercised to
limit RF exposure (20) and acoustic noise levels (21). Imag-
ing was performed with a 2D Cartesian balanced steady-
state free precession (bSSFP) sequence, as it is the stan-
dard for postnatal cardiac cine MR, and the combination
of short acquisition and high signal has been shown to be
effective for imaging the fetal heart (22). Uniform-density
k-t sampling with an optimal spatiotemporal grid pattern
(23) was used to minimize the overlap of aliases in x-f
space. Coil calibration data was acquired in a prescan, and
low spatial-resolution training data was acquired immedi-
ately following the undersampled data. Minimal overlap
between aliases of the x-f support was maintained by set-
ting the time taken to phase-encode a field of view just
large enough to encompass the fetal heart, tenc, as the maxi-
mum frame rate. When viewed from the perspective of
acceleration by undersampling, the upper limit on the
acceleration factor was set by the ratio of the full maternal
field of view in the phase-encode direction to the size of
the fetal heart. Imaging parameters were selected with
reference to previous MRI studies of the fetal heart using
segmented cine (12) and real-time (24) bSSFP, and were
FIG. 2. A 33-week gestational age fetus in utero surrounded by maternal anatomy in (a) the signal intensity of the time-averaged baseline
estimate, r, of the k-t sampled dynamic data. (b) The x-f prior, Q, at the location of the gray vertical line in (a) reveals spatiotemporal sparsity
in the x-f domain. Regions of the x-f prior above the regularization term (ie, Q > LSCSHðSSHÞ2) are shown for (c) spatially uniform regulari-
zation with L ¼ l0 I, and (d) spatially adaptive regularization, in which L has diagonal elements lj=2ROI ¼ l0 and lj2ROI ¼ lROI, with l0 > lROI.
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optimized to yield adequate signal and contrast to depict
the fetal heart and surrounding anatomy with sufficient
temporal resolution to capture cardiac pulsation during
preliminary pilot cases not included in this report (25).
Single-slice imaging was performed with the following
sequence parameters: repetition time (TR)/echo time (TE)
3.8/1.9 ms; flip angle 60 ; field of view 400 304 mm; vox-
els 2 2 6 mm; acceleration factor 8; and temporal reso-
lution 72 ms. Operation was constrained to 2 W/kg or less
whole body-specific absorption rate, and low peripheral
nerve stimulation and gradient-induced acoustic noise set-
tings were used. This limited scanner performance result-
ing in variations in timing, with TR ranging from 3.8 to
4.4 ms (median 4.2 ms) and temporal resolutions ranging
from 72 to 83 ms (median 81 ms). In five cases, the field of
view was increased to accommodate maternal anatomy,
leading to temporal resolutions 1 or 2 TR longer.
In initial cases, a scan duration of 16 to 20 seconds was
used to establish the amount of data typically required for
robust real-time and cine reconstructions. This data was
reconstructed at full and reduced durations, showing
increased image quality with increased scan duration but
at the same time a higher chance of motion corruption. A
scan duration of approximately eight seconds was deter-
mined to balance the benefits and risks. All fetal real-time
images were reconstructed with an equivalent scan dura-
tion of approximately 8 seconds.
An initial k-t SENSE reconstruction with spatially uni-
form regularization (l ¼ l0 in Equation 1) was used as a
reference to specify the static ROI delineating the margin
of the fetal heart. This was the only manual intervention
required for the complete postprocessing pipeline. Real-
time images were then reconstructed using Equation [2],
following the process described in the original k-t SENSE
method (18).
Cine Reconstruction from Dynamic MRI
Acquisition and reconstruction of highly accelerated
dynamic MRI results in a time series of real-time images
X ¼ fXigi¼1;...;Ni at times t ¼ ftigi¼1;...;Ni , where i indexes
real-time frame number from 1 to Ni ¼ 96, and frame Xi
has elements xj;i at 2D spatial coordinates j.
If the heart rate is known, retrospective cardiac
synchronization can be performed by mapping times t to
cardiac phases h ¼ fuigi¼1;...;Ni , where the values of ui fall
on the cyclic interval ½0;2p. Reordering the real-time
image series according to ui leads to a densely sampled
set of images for a single cardiac cycle. Real-time images
were kept as complex valued data arrays to facilitate fur-
ther processing.
Kernel-weighted interpolation can be used to recon-
struct a cine image, Y#, at cardiac phase # from a combi-
nation of Xi as:
Y# ¼
X
i
diXiX
i
di
; [3]
where weights di are obtained from a kernel function dð#;
uiÞ that acts as a temporal point spread function, distribut-
ing the values of X to Y#. In the k-t SENSE method, X is
obtained by inverse Fourier transform of the reconstructed
temporal frequency spectrum, which strictly is band-
limited by the sampled frame rate; and data for a single
frame are considered acquired simultaneously, which sug-
gests that the appropriate kernel function is a sinc. Howev-
er, the cyclic nature of the cardiac phase requires that the
kernel width does not exceed 2 p and that the kernel
weight should be smoothly varying at 6p. In this work, a
Tukey window was used to taper the kernel near 6p, lead-
ing to a kernel-weighting function of the form
dð#; uiÞ ¼ sinc p /ð#; uiÞ
uenc
  
winTukey

/ð#; uiÞja

; [4]
where /ð#; uiÞ is the angular difference between # and ui
wrapped on the interval ½p;þp; the temporal resolution
of the acquisition is given by uenc ¼ 2p tenc=tRR in units of
cardiac phase, using the cardiac period tRR to normalize
tenc; and a is the proportion of the outer edge of the
window with tapered cosine lobes.
Motion correction and outlier rejection were included
in the reconstruction of Y# to improve image quality in
the presence of fetal and maternal motion. The aim of
motion-correction was to align the position of the fetal
heart across all Xi. A set of spatial transformations,
A ¼ fAigi¼1;...;Ni , was estimated using image registration
techniques, with transformation of real-time image frame
Xi by Ai denoted as X
ðAÞ
i . Outlier rejection was used to
reduce the influence of corrupted data, such as voxels
with motion artifact or frames with inconsistent anatomi-
cal views. Posterior probability maps, P ¼ fPigi¼1;...;Ni ,
were generated to indicate the probability, pj;i, that each
voxel in X was an inlier, and were used in the cine recon-
struction as a robust statistic in the kernel-weighting
function.
Including motion correction and outlier rejection in
Equation [3] lead to a kernel-weighted interpolation of Xi
at cardiac phase #, given estimates of cardiac phases h,
spatial transformations A, and posterior probability maps
P, of the form
Y# ¼ f ðX; #jh;A;PÞ
¼
X
i
Wi8X
ðAÞ
i
; [5]
with kernel-weighting and normalization combined
in weighting maps W ¼ fWigi¼1;...;Ni , where 8 indicates
Hadamard (element-wise) matrix multiplication, and
superscript ðAÞ denotes spatial transformation by A. The
weighting map for real-time image frame i is then given by
Wi ¼

diP
ðAÞ
i


XNi
i0¼1
di0P
ðAÞ
i0

; [6]
where  indicates element-wise matrix division.
Cardiac synchronization, motion correction, and outlier
rejection steps were performed iteratively. Parameters
were initialized for iteration m ¼ 0 such that cardiac phase
was zero for all real-time image frames, h½0 ¼ f0gi¼1;...;Ni ;
spatial transformations were set to an identity transforma-
tion, A½0 ¼ AI, such that X ¼ XðAIÞ; and probability maps
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had all voxels as full inliers, P½0 ¼ PI with pj;i ¼ 1 for all j
and i.
Cardiac Synchronization
Synchronization with the cardiac cycle was required to
resolve the beating of the fetal heart. One advantage of the
high temporal resolution acquisition was that the fetal
heart rate could be estimated directly from the real-time
image series because the periodicity of the fetal heart was
revealed as conspicuous peaks in the temporal frequency
spectrum.
An estimate of the fetal cardiac period, tRR, was obtained
from the spatially transformed real-time images, XðAÞ. The
temporal frequency spectrum of the fetal heart was calcu-
lated by taking the spatial mean in x-f space over the ROI
after interpolation to a resolution of 0.1 beats per minute
by zero-padding in time before Fourier transformation.
The local maxima in this signal in the range of fundamen-
tal frequencies (1.8–2.7 Hz) was identified as the fetal heart
rate corresponding to tRR, as shown in Figure 3b. This
estimate of the fetal heart rate was used to map each ti to
an associated cardiac phase, ui ¼ 2pðtimodtRRÞ=tRR.
Motion Correction
Rigid body in-plane image registration was used to estimate
a set of affine transformation matrices A ¼ fAigi¼1;...;Ni that
align the position of the fetal heart across the real-time
image series. Image registration was performed using the
Matlab imregtform function (MathWorks) between pairs of
source and matched target images by minimizing a sum of
squares differences cost function. Confounding fetal and
maternal anatomy was masked out using the ROI, which
was doubled in area for image registration as inclusion of
some fetal chest anatomy was found to improve results. The
origin of coordinates was defined as the centroid of the
ROI, and three iterations with decreasing Gaussian spatial
blurring (s¼ 1.6, 1.2, 0.8mm) of the source images were
used to facilitate convergence. Spatial transformations were
applied to X using cubic interpolation to yield XðAÞ,
whereas linear interpolation was used for PðAÞ to maintain
discontinuities in the probability maps.
In some cases, an initial image registration was found
to include some overfitting manifest by a periodic twist-
ing of the cine sequence along the long axis of the heart
as it beats. Thus, two image registration steps were per-
formed for each Xi: the first registration resulted in spa-
tial transformations U that provided most of the spatial
alignment, and the second resulted in spatial transforma-
tions V that compensated for any residual twisting of the
heart. These two sets of spatial transformations were
then composed as Ai ¼ UiVi.
Spatial transformations U were obtained from image
registration of the native images Xi to target images X^i,
calculated using Equation [5] at ui given current estimates
of h, A, and P, but excluding the source image frame, Xi, so
that
X^i ¼ f^ ðX; uijh;A;PÞ
¼
X
i0 6¼ i W^i08X
ðAÞ
i0
; [7]
where i was also omitted from the summation in Equa-
tion [6] to calculate W^i0 .
Spatial transformations V were obtained from image
registration between pairs of source and target images
calculated using Equation [5] and differing only in input
spatial transformation. Source images were calculated as
f f ðX; uijh;U;PÞ gi¼1;...;Ni using U as input, whereas target
images were calculated as f f ðX; uijh;AI;PÞ gi¼1;...;Ni using
the null transformation AI to capture the average posi-
tion of the fetal heart during the whole acquisition.
Outlier Rejection
Robust statistics were employed to exclude inconsistent
data using an approach that has been shown to be effec-
tive for reconstruction of volumetric fetal MRI from 2D
images (26). Each voxel and frame was classified as an
inlier or outlier using mixture models of the two classes,
with parameters estimated using expectation maximiza-
tion. In this way, the weighting of voxels that were cor-
rupted by motion artifact and frames that were
misaligned or contained inconsistent anatomical views
could be reduced or rejected completely. The elements
of probability maps Pi were calculated as the product of
voxel- and frame-wise probabilities, pj;i ¼ pvoxelj;i pframei .
Figure 4 depicts the voxel- and frame-wise outlier rejec-
tion process.
Voxel-wise classification was based on voxel-wise
error maps E ¼ fEigi¼1;...;Ni , calculated as
Ei ¼ Xi  X^ðA
1Þ
i ; [8]
where the inverse spatial transformation, A1, was used
to align the voxels in each reference image frame X^i with
the acquired data in Xi (Fig. 4 a-c).
The likelihood of observing error ej;i was modeled as
Pðej;ijse; ceÞ ¼ Gðej;ijseÞce þ beð1  ceÞ [9]
using a mixture of a bivariate Gaussian inlier distribution
Gðej;ijseÞ with zero mean and variance se in both real
FIG. 3. (a) Image frame from real-time series reconstructed using
Equation [2] corresponding to fetus shown in Figure 2a, with region
of interest over the fetal heart (yellow dotted line), rotated so the
fetus is in radiographic image orientation. (b) The fetal heart rate
(arrows) appears as local maxima in the range of fundamental fre-
quencies (1.8–2.7 Hz) of the mean x-f signal intensity in the region of
interest.
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and imaginary components (Fig. 4e), and a uniform outli-
er distribution of density be with a mixing proportion
given by ce (Fig. 4f). These distribution parameters
were estimated by maximizing the log-likelihoodX
j2ROI
X
i
log Pðej;ijse; ceÞ, resulting in an estimate of
the voxel-wise posterior probability given by
pvoxelj;i ¼
Gðej;ijseÞce
Gðej;ijseÞce þ beð1  ceÞ [10]
Frame-wise posterior probability was used to further
reduce the weighting of frames containing many voxels
with low voxel-wise posterior probability. The frame-wise
potential, qi, of each real-time image Xi was calculated as
qi ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX
j2ROI ðpvoxelj;i Þ
2=Nj2ROI
q
, where Nj2ROI is the num-
ber of voxels in the ROI. The likelihood of observing qi
was modeled as the mixture of a Rician inlier distribution,
Rð1  qij1  nq;sqÞ with noncentrality nq and scale sq, and
uniform outlier distribution with density bq, given by
Pðqijnq;sq; cqÞ ¼ Rð1  qij1  nq;sqÞcq þ bqð1  cqÞ; [11]
with mixing proportion given by cq (Fig. 4g). In practice,
the right tail of the frame-wise outlier class was tapered
to ensure p
frame
i was nondecreasing. As with voxel-wise
outlier rejection, distribution parameters were estimated
by log-likelihood maximization to give frame-wise poste-
rior probability
p
frame
i ¼
Rð1  qij1  nq;sqÞcq
Rð1  qij1  nq;sqÞcq þ bqð1  cqÞ [12]
Cardiac Cine Reconstruction
For each iteration, m, of the full pipeline (Fig. 1), a cine
image series, Y½m ¼ fY½m#k gk¼1;...;Nk , was generated for
Nk ¼ 25 uniformly distributed cardiac phases using
Equation [5]. To aid visualization of subtle features,
reconstructed spatial resolution was increased in Y#k by
first increasing the spatial resolution of real-time images
Xi and probability maps Pi. Real-time images were
zero-padded in k-space to an apparent resolution of
1.25 1.25 mm to improve visualization of small struc-
tures (27). No k-space apodization was applied to preserve
spatial resolution. Gibbs ringing effects were reduced
when combining spatially transformed real-time images
with subvoxel displacements. Probability maps were
scaled to the same resolution using linear interpolation to
maintain discontinuities.
FIG. 4. Cropped views of the
heart of the fetus shown in full
field of view in Figure 3a in (a)
real-time image frame, Xi, and (b)
matched reference image, X^
ðA1Þ
i .
The difference between these two
images yields (c) an error map, Ei,
from which (d) a probability map,
Pi, is generated. Voxel-wise prob-
abilities are determined from (e)
the distribution of complex error
values in the region of interest
(dotted line) in (c) for all image
frames, for which (f) a cross-
section with Im(e)¼0 is shown to
aid interpretation. The voxel-wise
likelihood of observing errors PðeÞ
(solid green line) is modeled using
a mixture of a Gaussian inlier dis-
tribution (dashed green line) and
uniform outlier distribution
(dashed purple line), to give
voxel-wise posterior probability
weighting pvoxel (red line). Frame-
wise probabilities are determined
in a similar manner based on (g)
the distribution of frame poten-
tials, qi, using a mixture of a
Rician inlier distribution (dashed
green line), Rð1  qiÞ, and a uni-
form outlier distribution (dashed
purple line), resulting in frame-
wise posterior probability weight-
ing pframe (red line). Signal intensi-
ties of complex-valued voxels are
shown in (a), (b), and (c) for visual-
ization. The gray scale of the
probability map in (d) varies from
0 (black) to 1 (white).
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Processing continued iteratively until the algorithm
converged or Nm¼5 iterations were reached.
Convergence was measured as the root mean square
difference (RMSD) of the signal intensity in the
ROI of successive cardiac cine reconstructions,
RMSDðjY½mj; jY½m1jÞj2ROI < djYj. After some experimenta-
tion, the convergence tolerance, djYj, was set to 0.1% of
the maximum signal intensity in the real-time images
within the ROI.
Evaluation
Line profiles in x-t, drawn across the cardiac anatomy, were
used to visualize the signal evolution during the cardiac cycle
of the real-time and cine images series, and to assess the effect
of motion correction and outlier rejection. Voxel- and frame-
wise probabilities used for outlier rejection were visualized
and inspected in the real-time images for correspondence
between outlier classification and visually inconsistent vox-
els and frames. The effect of k-t SENSE regularization was
assessed by comparing cine image series generated from real-
time images reconstructed using spatially uniform (Eq. [1])
and spatially adaptive (Eq. [2]) regularization.
Image quality was assessed by two fetal cardiologists (D.L.,
K.P.). Cine image series reconstructed using the proposed
method were scored on a 5-point scale for both gross and fine
features of the fetal heart and great vessels—score 4: high con-
trast between blood and myocardium, distinct appearance of
fine structural details, and no noteworthy artifacts; score 3:
adequate image quality to determine most intracardiac struc-
tures, some insignificant artifacts; score 2: sufficient image
quality to determine some intracardiac structures, despite
some significant artifacts; score 1: some significant artifacts,
adequate image quality to determine general ventricular mor-
phology only; and score 0: inadequate image quality to visual-
ize global cardiac structure. The two reviewers’ assessments
were combined as an average score.
The utility of each step in the pipeline was evaluated by
comparing the results of the full pipeline with those from
reduced pipelines that excluded one or more steps. An
entropy-based image quality metric was used to compare
the resulting cine image series. The entropy metric favors
high contrast and has been shown to be sensitive to motion
artifacts in MRI (28). The entropy, H , of cine image series
HðYÞ ¼
X
j2ROI
X
k
jyj;#k j
ymax
ln
jyj;#k j
ymax
 
[13]
where signal intensities jyj;#k j were normalized by
ymax ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃX
j2ROI
X
k
jyj;#k j2
q
. Relative entropy was used
for comparison between data sets, where entropy values
were normalized by dividing by the entropy of the cine
generated from initial parameter values, HðY½0Þ.
RESULTS
Data was acquired in 30 singleton pregnancies, including
nine cases with two scans in different orientations in the
same fetus. Of these 39 data sets, three were acquired dur-
ing periods of general fetal movement, when the fetus was
in motion during most of the scan, precluding further
processing. The remaining 36 data sets were successfully
reconstructed using the method depicted in Figure 1. An
example reconstruction is shown in Figures 5 and 6.
Spatiotemporal sparsity similar to the pattern shown
in Figure 2 was evident in all data sets. An example
real-time image frame, acquired without maternal breath-
hold, is shown in Figure 3a, in which a high level of
noise can be observed within the ROI. In all cases, the
estimated heart rate resulted in a cardiac phase reorder-
ing that revealed the pulsatility of the fetal heart in a
combined cardiac cycle, similar to the x-t profile shown
to the right of Figure 5a. In three of the cases with the
FIG. 5. Reconstructed real-time image series for fetus shown in
full field-of-view image in Figure 3a. (a) Reconstructed real-time
images, X, showing cropped views of the fetal heart at end-
ventricular systole, usys, and diastole, udia, with line profile across
ventricles (dashed line) showing real-time frames ordered based
on estimated cardiac phase. (b) Mean in-plane displacement of
voxels j 2 region of interest of XðAÞ in vertical (red line) and hori-
zontal (blue line) directions showing a pattern of displacement
consistent with the effects of maternal respiration. Cropped views
cover 100 mm in each direction, with 25-mm markers shown for
reference.
FIG. 6. Cine image series, Y, reconstructed from real-time image
series shown in Figure 5a. (a) Cropped views of the fetal heart in
cine image frames at systole, #sys, and diastole, #dia, with line pro-
file across the ventricles (dashed line) showing the temporal
dynamics of the cardiac anatomy. (b) Frame potential, qi, of real-
time image frame Xi was reduced during periods of large dis-
placement, shown in Figure 5b, as the fetal heart was also dis-
placed through-plane. Cropped views cover 100 mm in each
direction, with 25- mm markers shown for reference.
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two data sets in the same fetus, the scans were per-
formed in quick succession such that little change in
heart rate was anticipated between them. In these cases,
the estimated heart rates differed by 1.4, 1.5, and 2.0%
of the mean estimated heart rate, respectively, providing
support for the use of a single heart rate for cardiac syn-
chronization of data from each short acquisition. In most
of the data sets, the estimated heart rate did not change
between iterations of the pipeline. However, the align-
ment of the fetal heart across real-time images resulting
from motion correction had the effect of making the
peaks in the x-f signal more prominent, and in two data
sets a difference of more than 1% of the final heart rate
was observed between initial and final iterations.
Figure 5b shows mean in-plane displacement in X
ðAÞ
i for
voxels j 2 ROI plotted against time with a pattern of dis-
placement consistent with the effects of maternal respiration.
The frame potential, shown in Figure 6b, was reduced during
periods of large displacement because the fetal heart was
also displaced through-plane. The maximum in-plane dis-
placement in this data set was 2.1 mm, and 27% of voxels
were considered outliers (pj2ROI ;i < 0:5). The maximum in-
plane displacement in all data sets ranged from 0.5 to
2.3 mm, with a median of 1.8 mm, whereas a median of 13%
of voxels were considered outliers, ranging from 2% to 63%.
Frames classified as outliers were typically those misaligned
or heavily corrupted due to motion. The final reconstructed
cine series (Fig. 6a) shows clear depiction of the cardiac
anatomy.
Expert image evaluation resulted in a median combined
score of 2.5 out of 4. No individual cine image series was
given a score of 4, although 89% of combined scores were
higher than 1, indicating that intracardiac structures as
well as general ventricular morphology could be deter-
mined in most of the cases. Abnormalities suspected from
echocardiographic examination prior to MRI were con-
firmed when appropriate imaging planes were acquired, as
shown in the cine reconstructions in Figure 7.
The utility of each step in the full method was evaluat-
ed by comparing the cine image series reconstructed
using the full pipeline with those reconstructed leaving
out one or more steps. Figure 8 illustrates how the adap-
tive regularization in the k-t SENSE reconstruction
allows additional details of the cardiac motion to be
depicted. An example is shown in Figure 9, in which
the cine image series reconstructed using the full pipe-
line had improved anatomical depiction compared to
those reconstructed using a subset of the pipeline. Figure
10 presents the quantitative results for all cases, showing
that each step in the reconstruction served to improve
image quality. Of the two main correction steps, the larg-
est reduction in relative entropy was due to motion cor-
rection in 67% of the reconstructions and due to outlier
rejection in the other 33%.
FIG. 7. Reconstructed cine image series, Y, with heart shown at
systolic, #sys, and diastolic, #dia, cardiac phases and line profile
time plots corresponding to dashed line across the ventricles.
Cropped views cover 100 mm in each direction, with 25-mm
markers shown for reference. The heart of a 33-week gestational-
age fetus with atrioventricular and ventriculoarterial discordance is
shown in (a) long- and (b) short-axis orientations revealing trans-
posed morphological left and right ventricles. The moderator band
(arrow) can be seen on the morphological right ventricle in the
anatomical left/anterior position in four-chamber view of the heart
with apex to the left in (a), whereas mitral-valve papillary muscles
(arrowhead) can be seen on the morphological left ventricle on the
anatomical right side opposite the stomach (asterisk) in short axis
view in (b). (c) Short axis view in 27-week gestational age fetus
with normal situs, for comparison with (b), in which papillary
muscles (arrowhead) are seen on the morphological left ventricle
on the anatomical left side with the stomach (asterisk) for refer-
ence. (d) Four-chamber view in a 33-week gestational age fetus
with coarctation of the aorta. (e) Long-axis view in a 30-week ges-
tational age fetus with a ventricular septal defect (arrowhead).
Atrioventricular valves (arrows) can be seen in (d) and (e).
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Videos of the real-time and cine image series shown in
Figures 7 to 9 are available as Supporting Videos S1 to S3.
DISCUSSION
Highly accelerated real-time imaging was able to capture
the motion of the fetal heart as well as the surrounding
anatomy, allowing for direct estimation of, and correc-
tion for, cardiac pulsation and motion—as well as rejec-
tion of data that could not be made consistent both at
the individual voxel and frame level. Cine reconstruction
effectively combined the data as a single cardiac cycle,
increasing the visibility of small, dynamic anatomical
features, and enabled visualization of congenital abnor-
malities in the clinical cases. The use of robust statistics
enabled the reconstruction to effectively deal with incon-
sistencies in the data that could not be resolved by in-
plane motion correction, such as due to maternal respira-
tion, motion artifact, and short episodes of general fetal
movement. The full pipeline was found to be highly
effective, with successful reconstructions in all but three
data sets in which there was fetal motion, such that there
were few frames depicting a single consistent cardiac
cross-sectional slice.
The reordered real-time images produced cine sequen-
ces that were sampled far more densely in cardiac phase
than the temporal resolution of the individual image
frames. This allowed images to be compounded without
sacrificing temporal resolution by using a tuned weight-
ing function that respected sequence timing and cardiac
period. Because image-compounding recovered SNR, it
FIG. 8. Comparison of (a) cine images, Y#, reconstructed from
real-time image series, Xuniforml, generated using spatially uniform
regularization (Eq. [1]) with l ¼ l0, and (b) cine images recon-
structed from real-time image series, Xadaptivel, generated using
spatially adaptive regularization (Eq. [2]), in 33-week gestational
age fetus. The impact of k-t SENSE regularization on reconstructed
cine images can be seen in the additional high-frequency temporal
dynamics in the line profiles (dashed lines), including pulsatility (arrow)
and end-systolic torsion (arrowhead). Cropped views cover 100 mm
in each direction, with 25-mm markers shown for reference.
FIG. 9. Comparison of cine image series reconstructed using
some or all steps in the proposed pipeline. Cropped views of the
heart of a 30-week gestational age fetus with hypoplastic left-
heart syndrome at systole and diastole reveal contraction and
dilation of the right ventricle in a line-profile time plot correspond-
ing to the dashed line across the ventricles for (a) reconstructed
real-time images X reordered based on cardiac phase. Cine
image series, Y, reconstructed using (b) cardiac synchronization
only, with A ¼ AI and P ¼ PI, (c) cardiac synchronization and outli-
er rejection, with A ¼ AI, (d) cardiac synchronization and motion
correction, with P ¼ PI, and (e) the full pipeline show the heart,
including underdeveloped left ventricle (asterisk), with added
detail. Each step included in the pipeline increased the clarity of
blood–tissue boundaries in the resulting reconstructed cine
images, improving depiction of small anatomical features such as
the interventricular septum (arrow) and moderator band (arrow-
head). Cropped views cover 100 mm in each direction, with 25-
mm markers shown for reference.
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was feasible to preserve the full temporal resolution of
the undersampled acquisition by selectively regularizing
the k-t SENSE reconstruction to favor temporal fidelity
in the fetal heart. This was achieved using Equation [2],
exploiting the disparity in dynamic content between the
fetal heart and the rest of the imaged scene. Despite the
low SNR of the resulting time series of real-time images,
heart rate estimation, motion correction, and outlier
rejection steps all were found to perform reliably, with
no failures. The resulting postprocessing pipeline is fully
automatic, except for a single manual step in which a
region of interest covering the fetal heart is defined. It
may be possible to identify an appropriate ROI using an
image segmentation approach, resulting in a fully auto-
matic reconstruction pipeline, although this was outside
the scope of the present study.
The spatial and temporal resolution achieved in this
work improves on the resolution in previous studies of
the fetal heart using dynamic MRI (24,29). The proposed
method preserves temporal fidelity at the acquired reso-
lution because there effectively is no regularization in
the region of the fetal heart in the spatially adaptive k-t
SENSE reconstruction. Cardiac anatomy and motion is
clearly depicted in the resulting cine images such that it
may be possible to characterize the myocardium and rel-
ative chamber sizes at the current resolution; however, a
higher resolution would be desirable for accurate func-
tional assessment based on guidelines for ventriculogra-
phy in infants: 1.2 1.2 4.0 mm, tRR=15 (30). Fetal
cardiac imaging using compressed sensing reconstruction
of undersampled segmented cine data to achieve high
resolution and short scan times has recently been
reported (13), although the regularized reconstruction
can impact spatial and temporal resolution at high accel-
eration rates. Thus, a direct comparison with the results
reported here is not simple. Radial sampling is compatible
with the proposed framework but is less well matched to
image-domain processing with locally reduced regulariza-
tion at the heart, as used in this study, because it results
in a less sparse x-f alias distribution and is less efficient
than Cartesian coverage due to dense sampling around
the k-space origin. Functional assessment using the pro-
posed method remains to be explored, likely in combina-
tion with further development and optimization of the
acquisition and reconstruction strategy to improve resolu-
tion and include multislice data to allow for volumetric
reconstruction.
It is a challenge to prospectively account for each source
of motion effecting the position of the fetal heart. Although
segmented cine acquisition potentially can achieve
both higher spatial and cardiac phase resolution, the use
of a dynamic acquisition offers potential advantages for
addressing both motion and artifacts. The ability to
process data in image-space allowed for spatial and tempo-
ral operations to be applied to the fetal heart in isolation so
that incidental changes in other parts of the field of view,
such as due to movement of the mother or peripheral parts
of the fetal anatomy, did not influence the result.
The focus of this work was to demonstrate that dynamic
fetal cardiac MRI can form the basis of an effective imaging
approach in the presence of maternal and fetal motion,
and to develop the required processing pipeline. The start-
ing point was the concept of adaptive reconstruction of
undersampled dynamic imaging, required to achieve a
temporal resolution fast enough to freeze the fetal heart. In
this study, low-resolution training data was acquired to
guide the reconstruction, effectively doubling the acquisi-
tion time, which is both inefficient and increases the pos-
sibility of data corruption due to general fetal movement.
In the future, several improvements could be investigated.
Integration of autocalibrated (ie, reference-less) dynamic
image reconstruction (31,32) with the proposed method
could improve motion robustness because it reduces scan
duration and ensures that the priors used in reconstruction
are consistent with the target data, but it is likely to reduce
temporal resolution. A calibration-free (33) reconstruction,
leveraging knowledge of the spatial location of dynamic
regions and expected bandwidths, also may be possible.
Additional temporal filtering effects may be reduced by
appropriate filtering of the subtracted baseline signal (34),
which will also be of benefit if coil sensitivities are autoca-
librated instead of derived from a prescan, as they are cur-
rently. In this work, one set of adaptive regularization
parameters was used to reconstruct real-time images using
Equation [2] for all data sets because these parameters are
independent of signal level. A better balance of tradeoffs
between noise suppression and temporal fidelity poten-
tially could be achieved by tuning these parameters case
by case, such as by an automated L-curve analysis.
The use of a constant heart rate for cardiac synchroni-
zation leads to timing errors because the true heart rate
varies from beat to beat. In this study, a small number of
cases were used to check that mean fetal heart rate is sta-
ble over the duration of the acquisition by acquiring
FIG. 10. Comparison of image quality in cine image series, Y,
reconstructed using cardiac synchronization only (A ¼ AI, P ¼ PI),
cardiac synchronization and outlier rejection (A ¼ AI), cardiac syn-
chronization and motion correction (P ¼ PI), and the full pipeline.
The greatest improvement in image quality, that is, reduction in
relative entropy HðYÞ, in all 36 data sets was achieved using the
combination of steps in the proposed pipeline. Boxes span the
first to third quartiles with a band at the median. Whiskers extend
to the furthest value within 1.5 interquartile range.
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multiple data sets in quick succession. However, timing
errors within a data set would still be expected. To
explore the potential magnitude of this effect, Monte
Carlo simulations of fetal heart rate traces were generated
using a previously established model (35), with expected
distribution of baseline fetal heart rate (5) and beat-to-
beat variation (6). Based on 500 runs, each simulating
approximately 8 seconds with measurements every 71
ms to 88 ms (96 measurements total), cardiac phase
errors, Dui, are expected to be within 60:10 tRR 95% of
the time and within 6 0:05 tRR 75% of the time. These
errors are small in comparison to the image acquisition
time. A refinement of the method could be to incorporate
an appropriate self-gating technique (36,37) to accommo-
date beat-to-beat variation, thus reducing timing error.
This might become important if longer acquisition dura-
tions are used.
Motion correction and outlier rejection steps were
shown to improve the image quality of the final recon-
structed cine images in all cases. In two-thirds of the
datasets, reconstructed motion correction alone provided
more improvement in image quality than outlier rejec-
tion alone. However, the two processes proved to be
complementary, with the combination of the two provid-
ing more improvement in image quality than either pro-
cess alone.
The proposed method shows promise as a framework
for comprehensive fetal cardiac MRI. Working in the
image domain allowed separation of fetal cardiac pulsa-
tion from other extraneous changes elsewhere in the
field of view, which get mixed together when processing
is done in k-space. In the future, this work may be
extended to multislice acquisition to reconstruct volu-
metric data, offering the potential for fully motion-
compensated 3D assessment of dynamic features of the
fetal heart and great vessels.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information may be found in the online version of this
article.
Supporting Video S1. Videos of dynamic and cine image series shown in
Figure 7. Real-time images are shown in full field of view (left) and cropped
view (center) at acquired frame rate, with cropped view of cine image
series (right) looped for duration of video. The full field of view is
4003304 mm and cropped views are 1003 100 mm. Images are oriented
with the fetus in radiographic image orientation.
(a) Thirty-three week gestational age fetus with atrioventricular and ventri-
culoarterial discordance shown in Figure 7a. (b) Thirty-three week gesta-
tional age fetus with atrioventricular and ventriculoarterial discordance
shown in Figure 7b. (c) Twenty-seven week gestational age fetus shown in
Figure 7c. (d) Thirty-three week gestational age fetus shown in Figure 7d.(e)
Thirty week gestational age fetus with ventricular septal defect shown in
Figure 7e.
Supporting Video S2. Videos of dynamic and cine image series shown in Fig-
ure 8 showing impact of k-t SENSE regularization in 33 week gestational age
fetus. Real-time image series (left) reconstructed with spatially-uniform (top)
and spatially-adaptive regularization (bottom) are shown at acquired frame
rate. Additional high-frequency temporal dynamics can be seen between
resulting cine image series (right). Cropped views are 1003 100 mm, and
images are oriented with the fetus in radiographic image orientation.
Supporting Video S3. Videos of dynamic and cine image series shown in
Figure 9 comparing cine images reconstructed using some or all steps in
the proposed pipeline in a 30 week gestational age fetus with hypoplastic
left heart syndrome. Real-time image series (left) was used to generate
cines using (left to right) cardiac synchronization only; cardiac synchroniza-
tion and outlier rejection; cardiac synchronization and motion correction;
and the full pipeline. Cropped views are 1003 100 mm, and images are ori-
ented with the fetus in radiographic image orientation.
